Massless 2+1D Dirac fermions arise in a variety of systems from graphene to the surfaces of topological insulators, where generating a mass is typically associated with breaking a symmetry. However, with strong interactions, a symmetric gapped phase can arise for multiples of eight Dirac fermions. A continuous quantum phase transition from the massless Dirac phase to this massive phase, which we term Symmetric Mass Generation (SMG), is necessarily beyond the Landau paradigm and is hard to describe even at the conceptual level. Nevertheless, such transition has been consistently observed in several numerical studies recently. Here, we propose a theory for the SMG transition which is reminiscent of deconfined criticality and involves emergent non-Abelian gauge fields coupled both to Dirac fermions and to critical Higgs bosons. We motivate the theory using an explicit parton construction and discuss predictions for numerics. Additionally, we show that the fermion Green's function is expected to undergo a zero to pole transition across the critical point.
Massless 2+1D Dirac fermions arise in a variety of systems from graphene to the surfaces of topological insulators, where generating a mass is typically associated with breaking a symmetry. However, with strong interactions, a symmetric gapped phase can arise for multiples of eight Dirac fermions. A continuous quantum phase transition from the massless Dirac phase to this massive phase, which we term Symmetric Mass Generation (SMG), is necessarily beyond the Landau paradigm and is hard to describe even at the conceptual level. Nevertheless, such transition has been consistently observed in several numerical studies recently. Here, we propose a theory for the SMG transition which is reminiscent of deconfined criticality and involves emergent non-Abelian gauge fields coupled both to Dirac fermions and to critical Higgs bosons. We motivate the theory using an explicit parton construction and discuss predictions for numerics. Additionally, we show that the fermion Green's function is expected to undergo a zero to pole transition across the critical point.
Introduction-Recently, much attention has been lavished on band structures with symmetry protected nodal points (Dirac and Weyl semimetals) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] in both two [8] [9] [10] and three spatial dimensions. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] The paradigmatic example is graphene, where the band touching points are protected by symmetry, and the low energy dispersion around these points is captured by the massless 2D Dirac equation. 16 Similarly, massless Dirac fermions also appear on the surface of free fermion topological phases 17 . A key question pertains to the stability of the Dirac nodes in the presence of interactions. This controls whether the materials remains a semimetal or develops a gap leading to a semiconductor. Typically, this has been discussed in terms of interaction induced symmetry lowering, where interactions lead to a spontaneous symmetry breaking. The resulting lowering of symmetry allows for an energy gap. The physics in these settings can be modeled by a mean field "mass" term that is spontaneously generated on lowering the symmetry, and gaps out the Dirac fermions. This is the standard mass generation in the Gross-Neveu 18 and the Yukawa-Higgs models. The main challenge then is identifying the appropriate channel of symmetry breaking, following which one can utilize the Landau paradigm of order parameters to describe the mass generation.
In this work we will discuss an altogether different mechanism of mass generation for Dirac fermions, that breaks no symmetries and cannot be modeled by a singleparticle mass term at the free fermion level. The possibility of such a scenario is informed by recent developments in the theory of interacting fermionic symmetry protected topological (SPT) phases, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] relating to the stability of free fermion topological insulators/superconductors to interactions. The paradigmatic example given by Fidkowski and Kitaev 19, 20 is the 1+1D Majorana chain with an appropriately defined time reversal that protects edge Majorana modes regardless of their multiplicity. However interactions lead to an energy gap to these modes when they are multiples of eight, leading to a reduction of the free fermion classification Z → Z 8 . More relevant to our purposes is the interaction reduction of 2+1D surface states of 3+1D topological phases, which contain Majorana or Dirac fermions. Indeed, here with the standard time reversal for electrons (class DIII), 24, 25, 33 there is a interaction reduced classification Z → Z 16 of topological superconductors, implying that sixteen surface Majorana fermions or equivalently eight Dirac fermions are unstable towards a massive (gapped) phase in the presence of strong interactions without breaking any symmetry.
These considerations prompt us to look for a model of an electronic semimetal with eight Dirac nodes in 2D. A single layer of graphene with its two fold valley and two fold spin degeneracy leads to four Dirac nodes, hence we need to consider two layers 80 of graphene to obtain eight Dirac cones in all (by combining the valley, spin and layer degeneracies). There is a simple way to see that at half filling it is possible to realize a symmetric insulating phase if interactions are included. Let us consider an antiferromagnetic Heisenberg spin interaction H int = J i S i1 · S i2 between the vertically displaced sites across the two layers. 34 Since on average we have one electron per site and each electron carries spin-1/2, the two electrons across the layer will pair into singlets and acquire an energy gap as long as the interlayer Heisenberg interaction is strong enough. This leads to a fully-gapped and non-degenerated ground state, which can be described as a direct product state of interlayer singlets. The state neither breaks any symmetry nor does it develop topological order. Therefore it is a featureless gapped phase in 2+1D. [35] [36] [37] The strong-coupling interaction mass (the many-body gap) that the electrons acquire in this phase is called the symmetric mass, 38 and the continuous phase transition (if it exists) between the Dirac semimetal and the featureless insulator will be called symmetric mass generation (SMG). [39] [40] [41] Note, one can also discuss the transition for a system with fewer Dirac fermions. For the surface of a fermionic SPT phase (eg. in class DIII or AIII), the gapped phases neces-sarily involve topological order 24, 25, 33 and constitute a rather different problem. For the intrinsically 2D system of graphene with an even number of sites in the unit cell, it is believed there is no intrinsic obstruction to realizing a trivial gapped phase (e.g. as shown for spinful single layer graphene in Ref. 37 ). However writing Hamiltonian that realize these gapped phases is itself a nontrivial task. Therefore we focus on the case of 8 Dirac nodes in 2+1D systems where the gapped phases are readily accessible and the numerical evidence for a single continuous transition is encouraging.
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Wilson-Fisher Gross-Neveu What are the possible scenarios for the transition from the Dirac semimetal to the featureless gapped phase? At least for small J, it is known that short-ranged interactions are perturbatively irrelevant for 2D Dirac fermions thus the transition can only occur at finite interaction strengths. Unlike the lower dimensional cases, where the instability of 1+1D gapless fermions is manifest perturbatively and/or can be studied with powerful tools such as bosonization, the situation for the 2+1D problem is more challenging. On general grounds, there could be several scenarios as we step out of the Dirac semimetal phase. First, there could simply be a direct first-order transition to the featureless gapped phase, where the symmetric mass gap opens up discontinuously. Next, an intervening symmetry breaking phase may occur, leading to an energy gap to the fermions. Subsequently the symmetry could be restored accomplishing the phase change in a two step process, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a) . A different two step evolution involves the existence of an exotic critical phase that can be stable over a range of parameters, dubbed as the Bose semimetal phase [42] [43] [44] [45] in Fig. 1(c) . It is a gapless quantum liquid of bosons and can be described as a generalized Gutzwiller projected Dirac semimetal. The most interesting possibility is shown in Fig. 1(b) , where the SMG occurs as a single continuous transition without any intermediate phases. Remarkably, numerical simulations of the problem in different models with various microscopic symmetries using different numerical methods 34, [39] [40] [41] [46] [47] [48] seem to uniformly point towards a single continuous SMG transition. All these models share one key common property that the weakly interacting semimetal phase should have exactly eight massless Dirac fermions. Even at the conceptual level it is unclear how to write down a theory for this putative transition. This is the problem addressed in this work.
Since the SMG transition lies outside the Landau symmetry breaking paradigm, it would necessarily be exotic and require new ideas. The strategy we will adopt is to consider a form of fractionalization, where the symmetry quantum number of the electron is peeled off from their Dirac dispersion and carried away by a set of bosonic partons, while the Dirac cone structure is still maintained by a set of symmetry neutral fermionic partons. The process of fractionalization leads to an emergent gauge interaction between the bosonic and fermionic partons. In this framework, the semimetal phase corresponds to the condensed (Higgs) phase of the bosons. The featureless gapped phase corresponds to the symmetric gapped phase of the bosons, which triggers gauge confinement of the remaining degrees of freedoms. This theory of SMG therefore falls in the category of deconfined quantum critical points, [49] [50] [51] that contains a non-Abelian (Yang-Mills) gauge field coupled to both the massless scalar (Higgs) fields and eight flavors of massless Dirac fermions.
In the following, we will first introduce a minimal model for the SMG in 2D with SU(4) symmetry. We will develop an intuitive picture of the gapped phase as a paired superconductor in which fluctuations restore symmetry but leave the gap intact. This will motivate our parton construction and lead to a field theory description for SMG. Finally we discussed the implication of our theory for the fermion Green's function which can be tested in numerics.
Model-Consider the honeycomb lattice with four flavors of fermions at half filling on each site. This is a model of two layers of graphene (each with two component spinful fermions). Previously we discussed how an interlayer spin interaction could lead to singlets, but it will be useful to enhance the symmetry and consider the fermions to be fully symmetric under the SU(4) rotation of the four flavors. A minimal model that captures this where |0 c denotes the fermion vacuum state. Therefore a transition is expected between the gapless Dirac semimetal and the gapped charge-4e superconductor, as we tune the interaction strength. Numerical simulations of the SU(4) symmetric model [39] [40] [41] [46] [47] [48] point to a single continuous transition, i.e. the SMG transition. In the following, we will build a theory for it. One can also think that the charge-4e interaction H I is related to an interlayer spin-spin interaction as motivated in the introduction by suitable particle hole transformation of two of the four fermion components. The only modification is that we need to only consider the XY components of the interlayer spin interaction. There are several other choices of interactions 19, 20, 34, 58 that also drive the SMG transition, but for this work, we will only focus on the charge-4e interaction H I described in Eq. (2) .
Symmetries-Symmetries of the model include not only the SU(4) internal symmetry but also the lattice symmetry and the particle-hole symmetry which fixes half filling. The lattice symmetry G latt includes translation, rotation and reflection symmetries of the honeycomb lattice. The particle-hole symmetry Z S 2 acts as S : c i → (−) i c † i followed by complex conjugation, such that S 2 = +1, which is also known as the chiral symmetry or the CT symmetry. [59] [60] [61] The combined symmetry G latt × SU(4) Z This can be seen from the field theory description for the Dirac semimetal L = Q=K,K c Q γ µ i∂ µ c Q , where c Q is a SU(4) fundamental spinor at each valley (Q = K, K ). The SU(4) symmetric bilinear mass terms must take the form ofc Q M QQ c Q with a Hermitian 2 × 2 matrix M in the valley sector. The space of M is spanned by four Pauli matrices (including σ 0 ) basis, which correspond respectively to the Chern insulator gap, the charge density wave gap, and two Kekulé dimerization gaps. The first two break the particle-hole and the reflection symmetries and the last two break the translation symmetry, so none of them is allowed by the full symmetry. So the remaining option to generate fermion masses without breaking any symmetry is to invoke fermion interactions, such as the charge-4e interaction H I .
Featureless Gapped Phase-To understand the SMG transition, we need to first understand both sides of the transition. The Dirac semimetal phase is relatively simple. As the interaction is weak and irrelevant, the semimetal phase is well described by the fermion band theory. The featureless gapped phase (the charge-4e superconductor) is more exotic. As the gap is of the manybody nature, it can not be described by the simple band theory picture. Nevertheless, much understanding of the charge-4e superconductor was obtained by disordering the charge-2e superconductor in previous studies.
52-55
We will take the same approach here. Let us consider fermion mass generation in two steps: we first gap the fermion by introducing the charge-2e pairing at the price of breaking the symmetry, and then we restore the symmetry by disordering the pairing field. The discussion will lead to a parton construction for the featureless gapped phase, based on which we can further explore the possibility to merge the two steps of the mass generation into one single transition without the intermediate symmetry breaking phase.
Let us start from the semimetal side and consider the SU(4) sextet pairing on each site (which has six components labeled by m = 1, · · · , 6) 58,62
where β m are antisymmetric 4 × 4 matrices given by
denotes the direct product of Pauli matrices σ µ and σ ν . The paring operator ∆ i rotates like an O(6) vector under the SU(4) ∼ = Spin(6) symmetry, and it transforms under the chiral symmetry as S :
Introducing such a flavor sextet pairing to the Hamiltonian
will break the SU(4) symmetry (down to its Sp(2) ∼ = Spin(5) subgroup) as well as the chiral symmetry Z S 2 , and at the same time gap out all the Dirac fermions. In the limit that the paring gap |M | → ∞, the fermion correlation length shrinks to zero, and the ground state wave function (of H M ) reads
whereM = M /|M | is the unit vector that points out the "direction" of the sextet pairing. Comparing |Ψ c,M with the wave function |Ψ c for the featureless gapped phase in Eq. (3), we can see that the most essential difference lies in the additional fermion bilinear termM · ∆ † i in |Ψ c,M , which breaks the SU(4) symmetry.
To restore the SU(4) symmetry, we need to remove the fermion bilinear term from the wave function. This amounts to symmetrizing the wave function |Ψ c,M over all directions of M , or in other words, projecting the wave function |Ψ c,M to the SU(4) symmetric subspace. Loosely speaking, we propose the following projective construction
This construction will be made precise using the parton formalism shortly. But the lesson we learnt is that the fermion bilinear mass M serves as a convenient scaffold to construct the featureless gapped state, which can be removed by the symmetrization in the end.
Parton Construction-The idea of carrying out the symmetrization on every site invites us to think about "gauging" the SU(4) symmetry as follows. Consider decomposing the physical fermion c ia into bosonic B iab and fermionic f ib partons (a, b = 1, 2, 3, 4)
with the "orthogonal constraint" 81 on the bosonic parton Hilbert space ∀a = b : (4) gauge freedom emerges from the fractionalization.
82 On each site, the gauge transformation U i ∈ SU(4) is implemented as
Both the bosonic and the fermionic partons carry the SU(4) gauge charge. Besides the gauge charge, the SU(4) symmetry charge is carried solely by the bosonic parton. The chiral symmetry Z S 2 acts projectively on the partons as S :
, where the factor ±i should be understood as the gauge transform in the Z 4 center of the SU(4) gauge group. So we have S 2 = −1 for both bosonic and fermionic partons, in contrast to S 2 = +1 for the physical fermion. As we will show later, such a projective Z S 2 action is required by the non-trivial projective symmetry group (PSG) of the parton mean field theory.
Wavefunction from Partons-Motivated by the previous projective construction, we put the fermionic parton in a SU(4) gauge sextet superconducting state 83 in analogy to Eq. (6), (10) where |0 f denotes the fermionic parton vacuum state and
a,b f ia β ab f ib is the gauge sextet paring operator of the fermionic parton f ia , which is similar to the flavor sextet pairing of the physical fermion in Eq. (4). With this gauge sextet pairing, the SU(4) ∼ = Spin(6) gauge group is broken down to its Sp(2) ∼ = Spin (5) subgroup. However the SU(4) symmetry remains untouched, because the symmetry charge is now carried by the bosonic parton. More importantly, the parton state |Ψ f is also symmetric under the chiral symmetry Z S 2 in the PSG sense, 84 which is in contrast to the physical fermion state |Ψ c,M in Eq. (6) where Z S 2 is broken. Using the previously proposed PSG transformation S :
, it can be shown that the parton pairing operator transforms as S :
symmetric, so as the resulting mean-field state in Eq. (10). To construct a SU(4) symmetric state, we consider putting the bosonic parton in a short-range correlated SU(4) singlet state. In the extreme limit of zero correlation length, an SU(4) symmetric many-body state takes the following form:
where |0 B denotes the bosonic parton vacuum state.
abcd is the antisymmetric (Levi-Civita) tensor of four indices, such that the flavor indices are antisymmetrized to form the SU(4) singlet. Now we take both the bosonic and the fermionic parton wave functions and project them to the physical fermion Hilbert space,
where the projection operator maps each parton Fock state to the corresponding Fock state of physical fermions
The resulting state |Ψ c in Eq. (12) is precisely the featureless gapped state in Eq. (3). This parton construction provides us one plausible picture of the featureless gapped phase: the fermionic parton is in a gauge sextet paired state, while the bosonic parton is in a SU(4) symmetric gapped state, and the remaining gauge degrees of freedom are confined. On the other hand, the Dirac semimetal phase also admits a simple picture in the parton formalism: if we put the fermionic parton in the same Dirac band structure as the physical fermion and condense the bosonic parton to the state B iab = Zδ ab (with Z acting like the quasi-particle weight), then the physical fermion will be identified to the fermionic parton c ia = Zf ia and retrieve the Dirac band structure. We will implement these insights in a field theory below.
Field Theory-What we learned from the parton construction is that the Dirac semimetal and the symmetric massive phase correspond respectively to the Higgs and the confined phases of an SU(4) gauge theory. Thus if there is a direct continuous transition between them, it is conceivable that the transition should be a deconfined critical point, [49] [50] [51] i.e. the gauge theory will be deconfined at and only at the transition point. Therefore we propose the following field theory description for the symmetric mass generation,
which contains the matter fields of bosonic partons B and fermionic partons f Q as well as the SU (4) 
. L int contains short-range interactions of the fermionic parton which will be specified later in Eq. (15) . This interaction term is treated perturbatively, but it will play an important role to deform the fermionic sector from a pure quantum chromodynamics (QCD) theory, giving rise to possible instabilities of spontaneous mass generation for the fermionic parton in the symmetric gapped phase (as to be analyzed soon). Furthermore the emergent U(1) symmetry corresponding to rotating the overall phase of the fermionic parton (f Q → e iθ f Q ) will also be broken by the interaction L int . To reformulate the fractionalization scheme Eq. (8) at the field theory level, we start with the low-energy physical fermions c Q (Q = K, K ) around K and K points of the Brillouin zone. Both of them transform under the SU(4) symmetry as fundamental representations. We can fractionalize the physical fermion field to the parton fields as c Q = B · f Q , where f Q is a four component fermion field (transforming as a SU(4) gauge fundamental) for each valley Q, and B is a 4 × 4 matrix field that transforms under both the SU(4) symmetry (from left) and the SU(4) gauge symmetry (from right). Based on the fractionalization scheme of Eq. (8), we expect the matrix field B to be unitary (up to normalization constant Z) on the lattice scale. The constraint may be imposed by a Lagrangian multiplier λ Tr(BB † − Z 2 ) 2 , which, under renormalization, leads to an effective potential for B in the field theory, whose leading terms (r and u 1,2 terms of L B ) are given in Eq. (14) . The u 3 term is another SU(4) symmetric four-boson interaction, which explicitly breaks the U(1) symmetry of B and can be viewed as a descendant of the charge-4e superconducting interaction H I in Eq. (2) .
Symmetric Gapped Phase: In the field theory Eq. (14), the SMG transition is driven by r. When r > 0, the bosonic parton is gapped, leaving the fermionic parton coupled to the SU(4) gauge field below the scale of the bosonic parton gap ∆ B , described by the N f = 2 SU(4) QCD theory. We assume that this SU(4) QCD theory is confining. 63 The resulting confined phase will depend on additional details. For example, if we considered a pure SU(4) QCD, with no additional four fermion interactions, a U(1) symmetry of f Q → e iθ f Q (the baryon number conservation) will be present, and will not be broken in the confined phase, by the Vafa-Witten theorem. 64 Instead, chiral symmetry breaking is likely to occur, breaking the SU(2) valley symmetry. However, for our purposes it will be crucial to include the following four fermion interaction term in the form of the pair-pair interaction of the gauge sextet pairing
This interaction can be written as f 1 f 2 f 3 f 4 + h.c. equivalently (which is SU (4) [g] > 0) as we push N f to N f = 2. As the interaction flows strong under RG, it will drive the condensation of the gauge sextet pairing and lead to a mass term M · (∆[f ] + h.c.) which will gap the fermionic partons, at the scale of ∆ f ∼ |M |, and break the gauge group down to Sp(2). In the absence of matter field fluctuations below the energy scale ∆ f , the non-Abelian Sp(2) gauge field will confine itself (at a confinement scale ∆ a ). However the SU(4) symmetry remains unbroken, since the bosonic parton is gapped and disordered. The particle-hole symmetry S also remains unbroken because it is realized on the fermionic partons projectively, S : f Q → if † Q , where the Z 4 gauge transformation is crucial to undo the sign change of M originally caused by the particle-hole transformation. Thus the system is in the featureless gapped phase that preserves all symmetries.
Massless Dirac Phase: When r < 0, the bosonic parton condenses B = 0. A positive u 2 > 0 term would favor the condensate configuration B to be a unitary matrix (up to an overall factor Z). Thus we can alway choose B ab = Zδ ab by SU(4) gauge transformations. This will identify the SU(4) symmetry with the SU(4) gauge group and Higgs out all gauge fluctuations. The system is then in the Dirac semimetal phase, described by L = Q=K,K c Q γ µ i∂ µ c Q , where c Q = Zf Q and Z may be interpreted as the quasiparticle weight. Any short-range interaction L int among the fermionic parton in Eq. (14) will become perturbatively irrelevant once the SU(4) gauge fluctuation is Higgs out by the condensation of the bosonic parton, and the corresponding interactiondriven instability (such as the gauge sextet pairing instability) will cease to exist. In this way, the RG relevance of the fermionic parton interaction L int (and the fermionic parton mass generation) is controlled by the mass r of the bosonic parton, so the SMG does not need fine tuning (other than the only driving parameter r).
Critical Point: At r = 0, both fermionic (f Q ) and bosonic (B) partons are gapless. Together, they screen the SU(4) gauge field more efficiently, hence reducing the tendency to confinement. This opens up the possibility a stable deconfined SU(4) QCD-Higgs theory, which could describe the SGM critical point. We note that the similar behavior, namely the gauge confinement being irrelevant 51 at the critical point due to the gapless bosons, was also discussed in the deconfined phase transition 49, 50 between the Néel and the valence bond solid phases. On moving away from the critical point into the phase where the Higgs fields are gapped, confinement takes over.
Based on the above understanding, the energy scales ∆ B , ∆ f and ∆ a should catch up one after another as we enter the featureless gapped phase, as illustrated in Fig. 2(a) . This implies a hierarchy of length scales ξ B,f,a ∼ ∆ −1 B,f,a near the SMG transition from the side of the featureless gapped phase as shown in Fig. 2(b) . For example, the SU(4) multiplet fluctuation will be gapped with the bosonic parton at the length scale of ξ B . However the SU(4) singlet fluctuation can persist to a longer length scale ξ a until the Sp(2) gluon gets confined. The above field theory description is in parallel with the parton construction as discussed previously. But the field theory also provides other possible scenarios for the transition(s) between the Dirac semimetal and the symmetric gapped phase, when the gaps ∆ B , ∆ f , ∆ a fail to open up together as the interaction V /t increases. For example, by tuning the short-range interactions of the fermionic parton f Q in Eq. (14), it is possible that the fermionic parton may develop the bilinear mass before the bosonic parton is gapped, an intermediate SU (4) symmetry breaking charge-2e superconducting phase will set in, with the condensation of the SU(4) sextet Cooper pairs of the physical fermion, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . Such a charge-2e superconducting phase was also observed in numerical simulations if the lattice model in Eq. (1,2) is deformed by the attractive Hubbard interaction [65] [66] [67] or by doping the chemical potential away from the Dirac point 57 .
A more exotic scenario occurs if an extended deconfined phase is present, leading to an intermediate gapless quantum liquid. That is, if the fermion parton mass generation and the gauge confinement happens after the gapping of the bosonic parton, as shown in Fig. 1(c) . In this phase, the physical fermions are gapped, and the lowenergy bosonic fluctuations are described by a wave function obtained from the gauge projection of the fermionic parton semimetal state. Therefore we may called it a Bose semimetal (BSM) phase. [42] [43] [44] [45] The gapless bosonic fluctuation should be SU(4) singlets and transform only under the lattice symmetry. A possible candidate is the valence bond solid order fluctuation. Dynamically, which of these scenarios are more favorable should depend on the details of parton interactions and gauge dynamics. Numerical evidence from the lattice model seems to support a direct continuous transition without either of the intermediate phases, as shown in Fig. 1(b) .
Fermion Green's Function-One smoking gun "feature" of the featureless gapped phase is the existence of zeroes in the fermion Green's function at zero frequency.
68 To be precise, let us define the Green's function of the physical fermion to be G ab (x) = − c a (x)c b (0) where x = (t, x) is the spacetime coordinate. Fourier transform to the momentum-frequency space, we have
In the Dirac semimetal phase, poles of the Green's function appear along the band dispersion. In particular, at the K and K points of the Brillouin zone where the fermion becomes gapless, the pole is pushed to zero frequency, and hence G(k) ∼ ω −1 . However in the symmetric gapped phase, as proven in Ref. 68 , the poles will be replaced by zeroes: G(k) ∼ ω as ω → 0 at k = K, K . In fact the Green's function zeros are symmetry protected in the featureless gapped phase, which was proved in Ref. 68 . Let us focus in the vicinity of the K and K points and redefine k to be the momentum deviation from them. The SMG transition is also a zero-pole transition in the fermion Green's function at k → 0. Let us see how this is reproduced by the parton theory.
Using the parton construction outlined in Eq. (7), we can calculate the fermion Green's function deep in the featureless gapped phase. The result is (see Appendix B for details)
where |M | corresponds to the sextet pairing gap of the fermionic parton. In the featureless gapped phase (where |M | is finite), G(k) approaches zero analytically at k → 0 as expected, see Fig. 3(a) . This lends confidence to our parton construction of the featureless gapped phase. The fact that the quasiparticle weight approaches to unity deep in the featureless gapped phase is also consistent with expectation. Because the charge-4e superconducting ground state is a fully gapped symmetric short-range entangled state (similar to a vacuum state), a physical fermion c doped into the system will just propagate as a quasiparticle above its spectral gap set by the mass scale |M | without any fractionalization (which is also consistent with the picture that the SU(4) gauge theory is confining in the featureless gapped phase). The Green's function G(k) in Eq. (16) also provides a plausible scenario for the zero-pole transition. As the gap |M | decreases, two branches of poles are brought down from high energy, as shown in Fig. 3(b) . They approach the line of zero asymptotically and eventually annihilate with the zero at the SMG transition where |M | → 0. Then only a line of pole is left in the Dirac semimetal phase in Fig. 3(c) . A similar mechanism for the zero-pole transition was proposed in Ref. 69 . However we also note that the Green's function G(k) in Eq. (16) can not describe the fermion correlation close to the SMG critical point, where the bosonic parton and the gauge fluctuation also become important, such that one needs to go beyond the variational approach to describe the vanishing quasiparticle weight and the continuum spectral function as a result of the fermion fractionalization.
Conclusion and Discussion-The SMG is an exotic quantum phase transition between the Dirac semimetal phase and a symmetric gapped phase, which cannot be understood within conventional theories of Dirac mass generation such as the Gross-Neveau mechanism. However, it has been numerically observed in different models with different interaction and symmetries. We propose a theoretical framework for SMG broadly as a deconfined quantum critical point, where the physical fermion is fractionalized into bosonic and fermionic partons with emergent gauge interaction. The Dirac semimetal phase corresponds to the Higgs phase and the featureless gapped phase corresponds to the confined phase. The gauge group, the parton flavor number and the symmetry assignment are flexible components of the theoretical framework that can be adapt to the model details, including the interaction parameters and the model symmetries. More work is required to understand what determines these parameters.
In this work, we propose that SMG in 2+1D with SU(4) global symmetry can be described by an SU(4) QCD 3 -Higgs theory. Analyzing the nonperturbative dynamics of such a strongly coupled critical point is currently beyond our analytical capabilities, but a few statements can be made based on the basic structure of the theory following the approach used in U(1) deconfined quantum criticality 70, 71 . At the critical point we expect an emergent SU(2) symmetry in the valley space, relating a pair of valence bond solid orders and staggered A/B sublattice order on the honeycomb lattice. Potentially, there is an additional charge U(1) symmetry that could emerge at the critical point if either the u 3 Re det(B) in the bosonic parton sector or L int of the fermionic partons is irrelevant at the transition. However this appears unlikely since the term that drives the transition, the four electron charge 4e superconductor term, itself breaks this symmetry. It will be interesting to test the enlarged symmetry of the SMG critical point in numerics. Another prediction is that the anomalous dimension of the electrons is large at criticality since it decays into a pair of partons. Similarly, the SU(4) symmetry order parameters which are bilinears in the B field should also have large anomalous dimension. For example, the quantum Monte Carlo simulation in Ref. 39 obtained the anomalous dimension η SMG = 0.7 ± 0.1 for the O(6) order parameter, much larger than η WF = 0.035 at the O(6) Wilson-Fisher fixed point.
The theoretical framework proposed in this work may be applied to the SMG with other symmetry groups and in other dimensions. For example, in a upcoming work, 72 we will study SMG in a model with lower symmetry, SU(2)×SU(2)×SU(2) which will be described by a SU(2) QCD 3 -Higgs theory. The advantage of the lower symmetry model is that it will give us access to more phases, and we can check if our critical theory can be perturbed to obtain the larger phase diagram. The largest symmetry group for 2+1D SMG is SO (7), where we can still consider a honeycomb lattice model with eight Majorana fermion on each site, transforming like a SO(7) spinor. The SO(7) SMG can be driven by applying the SO(7) symmetric Fidkowski-Kitaev interaction 19, 20 to each site. All the lower symmetry SMGs in 2D can be considered as descendants of the SO(7) SMG by partially breaking the SO(7) symmetry down to its subgroup. An interest-ing direction is to consider SMG in various dimensions. In 3+1D, once again it is readily shown that eight Dirac fermions (or 16 Weyl fermions) can be gapped to produce a featureless state 38, 58, [73] [74] [75] [76] . Whether this can proceed through a single continuous transition remains to be seen, numerics on one microscopic model appear to give an intervening symmetry breaking phase 48 . One may also discuss SMG in 1+1D, where we need four Dirac fermions. In fact this is closely related to the interaction reduction of topological phases in 1+1D described by , where they show that edge states with eight Majorana modes are unstable despite the presence of time reversal symmetry that forbids a quadratic gapping term. Therefore, the transition between the trivial phase and a phase with eight Majorana (or four Dirac) edge zero modes can be circumvented by interactions, which is related to symmetric mass generation for four Dirac fermions in 1+1D. In Appendix. C, we review and reinterpret the Fidkowski-Kitaev transition in 1+1D within an SO(7) SMG 19 in the parton language. There, the problem was solved using an alternate set of fermion variables informed by SO(8) triality, within which the transition is simply described. Could such a change of variable or duality transformation be constructed to describe SMG in higher dimensions? These are questions for future work.
In this appendix, we present the renormalization group (RG) analysis of the N f = 2 SU(4) QCD theory with short-range fermion interaction. The theory arises from the SMG field theory Eq. (14) after gapping out the bosonic field B. To control the RG calculation, we can generalize the theory to the large-N f limit. The Lagrangian in consideration reads
The fermionic parton field f aαi is label by the favor index a = 1, · · · , N f , the Dirac index α = 1, 2 and the color index i = 1, 2, 3, 4. The flavor indices are transformed under the flavor symmetry group Sp(N f /2) and the color indices are transformed under the gauge group SU(4). The case of N f = 2 is relevant to our discussion in the main text. a m µ is the SU(4) gauge field that couples to the fermion via the SU(4) generators τ m acting in the color subspace. The SU(2) rotation in the Dirac subspace corresponds to the space-time rotation. The γ µ matrices are chosen as (γ 0 , γ 1 , γ 2 ) = (σ 2 , σ 1 , σ 3 ) and
L int denotes the short-range four-fermion interaction. The charge-4e superconducting interaction for the physical fermion will naturally induce a similar interaction for the fermionic parton with the same symmetry properties. It can be verified that the following interaction is the only four-fermion interaction that is invariant under the space-time rotation, the Sp(N f /2) symmetry and the SU(4) gauge transformations, but breaks the U(1) symmetry in the same manner as the physical fermion interaction.
where ijkl is the totally antisymmetric tensor in the color subspace, αβ is the antisymmetric matrix in the Dirac subspace, and J ab is the symplectic form of the Sp(N f /2) group in the flavor subspace (such that the generator A of Sp(N f /2) preserves JA + A J = 0). 
So the interaction strength g has the scaling dimension Thus at N f = 2, the interaction in Eq. (A2) becomes
So the strong charge-4e interaction could drive the spontaneous generation of the gauge sextet pairing ∆ = f K iγ 0 βf K regardless of the sign of g. The sign of g only determines whether the instability is in the Re ∆ channel (g < 0) or in the Im ∆ channel (g > 0). But either case will lead to the fermionic parton mass generation and the gauge confinement, so the sign of g is not important.
Appendix B: Derivation of the Green's Function
As we have shown in Eq. (7), in the extreme limit of zero correlation length, the featureless gapped state |Ψ c in Eq. (3) can be obtained exactly by projecting the mean field state |Ψ c,M to the SU(4) symmetric sector. In this appendix, we would like to generalize this construction to the case of finite correlation length. Although the projective construction will not be exact as we go away from the zero correlation length limit, yet it still provide us an useful variational wave function which has a controlled asymptotically exact limit, based on which we can evaluate the fermion Green's function.
The idea to increase the fermion correlation in the wave function |Ψ c is to allow the fermion to move around on the lattice. So we turn on the fermion hopping term in the mean field Hamiltonian,
Let us still denote the mean field ground state as |Ψ c,M . Switch to the momentum-frequency space and use the Nambu spinor basis c k = (c K+k , c † K +k ) , the fermion correlation on the mean field state is given by
at low energy. We propose an SU(4) symmetric wave function |Ψ c by symmetrizing |Ψ c,M following Eq. (7), as |Ψ c = S 5 dM |Ψ c,M (assuming the measure is SO(6) symmetric and is properly normalized), where S 5 denotes a sphere of radius |M |. Then the Green's function on the symmetric state can be obtained by symmetrizing the mean field Green's function. To see this, we start with
The overlap Ψ c,M |c kck |Ψ c,M vanishes if M = M , due to the orthogonality catastrophe of fermion many-body states. Therefore we have
The symmetrization will remove the M · β terms in the numerator but leave the M 2 term in denominator untouched. Switching back from the Nambu basis, we arrived at the Green's function in Eq. (16).
Appendix C: Fidkowski-Kitaev SO(7) Symmetric Mass Generation
In this appendix, we will review the (1+1)D FidkowskiKitaev SO(7) symmetric mass generation 19, 20 from the perspective of the parton construction. The model is defined on a 1D lattice. On each site, there are eight Majorana fermion modes χ ia (a = 1, · · · , 8) forming the 8-dimensional real spinor representation of an SO(7) group. The Hamiltonian reads H = H 0 + H I with
where ∆ m i = χ ia Γ m ab χ ib are the seven components of the SO(7) vector. The Gamma matrices can be chosen as Γ = (σ 123 , σ 203 , σ 323 , σ 211 , σ 021 , σ 231 , σ 002 ), which form a set of purely imaginary, antisymmetric and anticommuting matrices. The Hamiltonian H is manifestly SO(7) invariant. Besides the internal SO(7) symmetry, the model also possess the translation symmetry T : χ i → χ i+1 and the chiral symmetry S :
One can see S 2 = +1 and T −1 ST S = −1 acting on the fermions. In the non-interacting limit (V → 0), H 0 simply describes eight decoupled and gapless Majorana chains, whose field theory description is
where χ a = (χ La , χ Ra ) andχ a = χ a γ 0 contains both left-and right-moving Majorana modes with the gamma matrices (γ 0 , γ 1 ) = (iσ 2 , σ 1 ). Since the Majorana coupling along the chain is purely imaginary, the Fermi points are located at momentum k = 0, π, so χ L,R fields are related to the real space fermion χ i by
Both χ L and χ R transform as SO (7) spinors. The translation and the chiral symmetry acts as
All fermion bilinear mass terms (such as imχχ) are forbidden by these symmetries. In fact, the translation symmetry is the most important protecting symmetry which is sufficient to rule out all bilinear masses (i.e. all back scattering terms between χ L and χ R ). So the Majorana chain can not be symmetrically gapped on the free fermion level. However, it is possible to symmetrically gap out eight Majorana chains by fermion interactions. One possible interaction proposed by Fidkowski and Kitaev 19, 20 is the SO(7) symmetric interaction V in Eq. (C1) (abbreviated as the FK interaction hereinafter). In the strong interaction limit (V → +∞), the Hamiltonian is dominated by H I , which decouples to each single site. Diagonalizing the on-site Hamiltonian, one finds a unique ground state separated from the excited states by a finite gap ∆ = 14V . If we pair up the on-site Majorana fermions into Dirac fermions as c ia = χ i,2a−1 + iχ i,2a (a = 1, · · · , 4), the ground state wave function can be expressed as
which is the 1D version of the charge-4e superconducting state in Eq. (3). It can be verified that |Ψ c preserves the full SO(7), translation and chiral symmetries, and hence a featureless gapped state. The only difference with the (2+1)D case is that in (1+1)D the interaction V is marginal at the free fermion fixed point. Depending on the sign of V , it is marginally relevant if V > 0 and marginally irrelevant if V < 0. So as long as we turn on an infinitesimal but positive V , the system undergoes a 1D version of the symmetric mass generation (SMG) to the featureless gapped phase. A better understanding of this 1D SMG physics would greatly help us to understand the SMG transitions in all higher dimensions. In the following we will present a parton construction following Ref. 
which applies to both the left-and right-moving modes Q = L, R. One way to make sense of Eq. (C6) on the microscopic level is to consider the bosonic parton φ Qb as a Kondo impurity resting on the boundary of the fermion chain, 79 which is treated as a dynamical variable without spacial dependence. There are two types of Kondo impurities: φ Lb and φ Rb . The φ Qb impurity only couples to the χ Qa fermion and scatters it to the ψ Qm fermion and vice versa. In this fractionalization scheme, both partons carry the SO(7) ⊂ SO(8) symmetry charge, unlike the fractionalization scheme in the main text where only the bosonic parton carries the SU(4) symmetry charge. The translation and the chiral symmetry acts on the parton fields as follows:
such that the symmetry action on the physical fermion field in Eq. (C4) can be retrieved. Now let us consider putting the fermionic parton ψ m = (ψ Lm , ψ Rm ) in the same band structure as the physical fermion χ a = (χ La , χ Ra ) , described by
similar to Eq. (C2). As long as the fermionic parton is gapless, the physical fermion is also gapless, which corresponds to the free fermion fixed point. As the FK interaction is turned on, the following interaction for the fermionic parton will be induced: According to the fractionalization scheme Eq. (C6), the fermionic parton ψ m was assigned to the vector representation of SO (8) . So the SO(7) symmetry group (as a subgroup of SO(8)) will only rotate seven components of ψ m and leaving one remaining component invariant. Without loss of generality, we assume ψ 8 to be the SO(7) invariant component, then the SO(7) vector can be written as (m = 1, · · · , 7)
in terms of the fermionic parton bilinear form. As shown in Eq. (C1), the FK interaction H I ∼ −∆ · ∆ is just a dot product of SO (7) vectors, so we expect it to induce a same type of interaction for the fermionic partons 
This gives rise to the B-type of interaction in Eq. (C9). As shown in Ref. 19 , under the RG flow, A-type of interaction will be generated with A > 0 and become relevant. The A-type interaction drives a spontaneous mass generation 7 m=1 iψ m ψ m = M for the first seven ψ m fermions, which in turn gives rise to the mass iBMψ 8 ψ 8 for the ψ 8 fermion via the B-type interaction. Hence all the fermionic partons are gapped out via the mass generation. The parton mass M is evidently SO(7) symmetric. It is also invariant under the translation and the chiral symmetries as seen from Eq. (C7). So in the presence of the FK interaction, the system will enter the featureless gapped phase via spontaneous mass generation for the fermionic partons.
In conclusion, the key point that we learn from this (1+1)D MSG is that the nature of the "symmetric mass" for the physical fermion is actually a bilinear mass for the fermionic parton. The fact that the parton bilinear mass does not break the symmetry is either because the fermionic parton is in a different symmetry representation from the physical fermion (e.g. the SO(7) symmetry) or because the symmetry charge is carried away by the bosonic parton (e.g. the translation symmetry). These are the key observations that motivate us to propose the (2+1)D SMG theory in the main text.
